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?????????combinatorial optimization problem???????? [14, 15, 16, 17] ?
?????????????????????????
??? f(x)
???? x 2 F (3.1)
????x ??????f ??????F ???????????F ?????????????
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f : F ! R(???? Z) (3.2)
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?? [30]?????Huang??????????????Intelligent Transport System: ITS?
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??X: GW???????? AP?GW?? AP?????K: ??????H: WDS?
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² ??: C = C1; : : : ; CK : WDS????????? AP????gk(k = 1; : : : ;K): Ck ?
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3. ??????????? Fc ????
4.5.6.3 ????????
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????????????????????????????????? [44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49,
53
(a) (b) (c) (d)
? 5.1 ?????????
50, 51, 52, 53, 54]???????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????














?secondary con°ict?? 2??????????????????????????? 3????
??????
² AP??????????????????? 5.1(a)??
² AP???? 2???? AP??????????????? 5.1(b)??
² AP???? 2???? AP????????????? 5.1(c)??
????????????? AP????? AP??? AP????? 2??????????
???????????????????????????????????????? AP??
??????????? AP??? AP??????????????????? 5.1(d)????
???????????????????????????????????
??????????? AP???? AP????????????????????????
? NAS?Non-sequential Activation Scheduling????????? SAS?Sequential Activation



























































G = (V;E)??????? AP??? AP??????????? SD???????????
???????? G ???????? AP???? AP????????????? SD???







² ??: G = (V;E): ???????????R: SD??????????




















????????? 5.2? AP? 6????? 8 ????????? 5.1???????? SD










????????? C = (VC ; EC) ?????????????? C ????????????2
????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????? SD??
1???????? L1??????? L2 ????????????????????????
??? SD???????????????????????????????????????
SD???? m?SD?? i (i = 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ;m)?????????????????? di ?????





















? 5.4?????L1?L2?L3?L4?L5 ?????????????????? 5 ?????











2. ???? k ??????????????????????????????
3. ?????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
?? 2???????? k = 1; 2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; 15 ????????????????????????




















x ???? Px????? dx ????????SD?? y ???? Py????? dy ?????
?? dx ¸ dy ?????????? Px?Py ????? AP? A ????????????? 2
??????????A????? 2??????????????? t ??????????
???????? 5.5?????????A????????????????????????
?? 2????????????????????????????????? 1??????
??A??????? Px ?????? A????? Py ??????????????? t ?
??????????????? 5.6?????????A???????? Py ???????
?? 1??????????????????
??????? AP????? 2?? SD????????????????????? 2 ?
???????????????????LB??????????? AP????? SD????
???????? LB ???????????? 2?? SD????????????? 1 ??
?????????????? 2?? SD????????? 2???????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????SD?? x?y ????? 0 · (dx ¡ dy) · 1







Output the current assignment s.
END
BEGIN
Scan L to find a link that can be
assigned time slot t.
T=LB








  Assign each of the links 
  composing the lower bound to
  different time slots.
For SAS
  Find the feasible time slot 
  range that can be assigned to 
  each link.
? 5.7 ??????????????
????? di ??? SD????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????? 5.7?????
???T ???????????L??????????????????????????NAS
???? LB ????????????????????????????SAS ?????SD
????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????SD?? i? j ??????????????? j ?? (T ¡ di + j) ???












5. ?????????????? t? 1???????
6. L???????????????? t???????????????????????
??????????????? t???????
7. L???????t? T ?????????
8. t? +1 ?? 6????
5.4.4 ? 4??????????
5.4.4.1 ???????
? 3???????????????? 3???????????????????? E ??
????????????????????????????????????????????
??????? E ??? ?5.2????????
E = A(number of unassigned links)
+ B(sum of degrees of unassigned links in C) (5.2)
??? A?B (A >> B)????????????????L????????? 1?????

























??????????????????????????????????tabuij(i = 1; :::; n j =
1; :::; T )?????????????????
1. ?????????????????????? L??????
2. L??????????? 1???????????? a?????
3. ??? a?????????? E ???????????????? b????????
??????????Srandom????E ?????????????????? b???
????????????????
4. ??? a???????? b?????????????? a???????? b????
?????????????????Stabu??????????????????
5. ??????????? tabuij ? 1????




8. ????? E ?????????????????????????????????
9. L ???????????????????????????????
10. ????????????Sreset??????????? E ??????????????
????????????????????????????
11. ????????????Sexpand??????????? E ?????????????




YL is empty ?
BEGIN
N
Import the initial state s




tabuij-- if tabuij > 0,
tabuab = Stabu
Assign time slot b to link in L
if feasible.
cnt1 < Srandom ?
Y
Compute E











Assign T to links in L if feasible.
Output the current assignment s.
END
N
L is empty ?
Y
Compute E
E < Ebest ?
Update Sbest = S, Ebest = E,





Find a new time slot to the links
conflicting with the assignment 
of link a to slot b.
For SAS
  Compute the feasible time slot 
  range for each link.
Initialize sbest=s, Ebest=E,
cnt1=cnt2=cnt3=0, tabuij= 0
Randomly select one link in L
(link a).
Assign link a to time slot b,
update L.




Select a time 
slot (slot b) that 
the assignment 
of link a
 minimize the 
increase of E.
Randomly 













?1; 000 ? 3 ????????????????????????? Geometric ???????





N=5?N=4 ? 4??????AP?? SD???????????? 100?????? SD??
??????SD????????????????? [51]?????????????????
??????????????????????????Stabu = 25 [49]?Sreset = 60?SAS?





1:0GHz ? PC ????????????????????????????????????




???????????????????????????????? T ??LB ???????
??????????????????????????????????
NAS?????????????? 5.4?????????????? 0.01???????LB?




? 5.4 NAS???????????????? (??????)
?? ??
N m LB T time T time
100 5 2.36 2.36 0.0001 2.39 0.0004
100 10 3.39 3.39 0.0002 3.41 0.0008
100 20 4.49 4.49 0.0004 4.53 0.0014
100 25 4.92 4.92 0.0006 4.98 0.0017
500 25 3.19 3.19 0.0008 3.30 0.0021
500 50 4.07 4.07 0.0015 4.12 0.0039
500 100 5.49 5.49 0.0028 5.54 0.0074
500 125 6.10 6.10 0.0034 6.16 0.0092
1000 50 3.65 3.65 0.0016 3.68 0.0043
1000 100 4.34 4.34 0.0031 4.42 0.0083
1000 200 6.10 6.10 0.0065 6.16 0.0164
1000 250 6.97 6.97 0.0085 7.03 0.0209
????????????????????????????????? +0 ?????????




















N m LB T time T time
100 5 3.58 3.59 0.004 3.79 0.001
100 10 4.86 4.91 0.059 5.21 0.002
100 20 6.80 6.85 0.159 7.39 0.003
100 25 7.72 7.81 0.349 8.36 0.004
500 25 4.98 5.03 0.206 5.33 0.005
500 50 6.56 6.68 1.095 7.05 0.010
500 100 9.04 9.34 6.783 9.90 0.019
500 125 10.16 10.62 14.229 11.29 0.024
1000 50 5.61 5.66 0.426 5.91 0.010
1000 100 7.11 7.26 3.381 7.64 0.021
1000 200 9.96 10.41 24.121 10.82 0.043








????TNAS?TSAS ????? NAS ???SAS ?????????????????T??






= Tdelay + (k ¡ 1) ¢ TNAS (5.3)
????NAS???????????????????? TNAS ? 1????????TNAS ?
???? AP ????????????????Tdelay ??????????????????
AP ?????????? (k ¡ 1) ?????? TNAS ???????????? AP ????




N m LB T time T time
100 5 4.77 4.81 0.0008 4.81 0.0001
100 10 5.58 5.66 0.0038 5.79 0.0002
100 20 6.53 6.76 0.0306 7.34 0.0005
100 25 6.69 7.06 0.0635 7.81 0.0006
500 25 6.77 6.85 0.0148 6.97 0.0008
500 50 7.72 7.87 0.0498 8.32 0.0015
500 100 8.27 8.80 0.6034 10.04 0.0027
500 125 8.39 9.29 1.6156 10.69 0.0033
1000 50 7.78 7.85 0.0232 8.07 0.0017
1000 100 8.43 8.58 0.1225 9.21 0.0029
1000 200 8.97 9.76 2.5784 11.18 0.0058





= k ¢ TSAS (5.4)
????




?????????? k = 1 ??????????????????? SAS????????




???? AP???????????????NAS / SAS????????????????







N m LB T time T time
100 5 4.84 5.26 0.012 5.43 0.001
100 10 5.70 6.59 0.090 7.51 0.001
100 20 7.17 8.40 0.508 10.55 0.001
100 25 7.78 9.06 0.890 11.85 0.001
500 25 6.77 7.83 0.387 9.07 0.001
500 50 7.78 9.27 2.645 11.77 0.003
500 100 9.17 11.21 17.681 15.70 0.005
500 125 10.18 12.20 28.653 17.60 0.007
1000 50 7.80 8.86 1.220 10.33 0.003
1000 100 8.45 10.07 9.721 13.08 0.006
1000 200 10.02 12.30 87.832 17.62 0.012
1000 250 11.19 13.49 148.561 19.68 0.015
? 5.8 ?????????????????????????????
k = 1 k = 200
N m NAS SAS ?? NAS SAS ??
1000 50 15.30 7.81 8.07 741.65 1569.96 767.04
1000 100 19.44 8.57 9.29 883.10 1714.00 969.73
1000 200 29.02 9.56 11.29 1242.92 1912.00 1280.58











k = 1 k = 200
N m NAS SAS ?? NAS SAS ??
1000 50 26.79 8.79 9.86 1153.13 1758.00 1293.32
1000 100 35.94 9.88 12.20 1480.68 1976.00 1637.35
1000 200 52.87 12.03 16.09 2124.46 2406.00 2356.62
1000 250 61.75 13.07 18.03 2398.01 2614.29 2663.57
? 5.10 AP??????????????????
k = 1 k = 200
N m NAS SAS ?? NAS SAS ??
1000 50 1.58 1.55 1.60 1.61 1.55 191.56
1000 100 2.00 1.98 2.00 2.03 1.98 218.03
1000 200 2.83 2.52 2.91 3.00 2.52 256.66
1000 250 3.02 2.86 3.01 3.04 2.86 255.60
? 5.11 AP???????????????????
k = 1 k = 200
N m NAS SAS ?? NAS SAS ??
1000 50 1.54 1.58 1.59 1.61 1.58 176.95
1000 100 2.00 2.01 2.00 2.03 2.01 175.27
1000 200 2.77 2.77 2.79 3.00 2.77 210.06
1000 250 2.99 2.99 3.01 3.04 2.99 232.50
5.5.2.2 ????
??????????????????????? 4????????????500m£ 300m
?????????5 £ 3?? AP?N = 15?? 100m??????????????????
??????? AP???????????????????? AP?????????????



















???? SD ????????????????????????SD ????????????
???????????????????????????


















???????????????????? 1???? AP???????????? AP???
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4 5 5 1 2
5 3 3 4 2
4 4 5 1 5
(a) ?? 1
2 4 2 3 3
2 3 5 1 3
5 2 1 4 4
(b) ?? 2
2 3 3 5 3
3 3 5 3 4
4 3 1 1 2
(c) ?? 3
3 2 4 1 2
4 3 5 2 4












?? TDMA???????? WIMNET????????????????? GW?????




???????????? 5.9 ????????????????????? 4 ???????
???? AP????? AP????????????????????????2??????
? AP? GW ????AP????? SD???????????????
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? 5.12 WIMNET???? NAS????????
?????? ??
?????? ??????
N M m LB T m LB T
?? 1 15 53 64 82 82 450 576 576
?? 2 15 44 53 72 72 351 486 486
?? 3 15 45 54 71 71 360 477 477


































SD ??????????????????????????????????? 5.10 ????
???????????????????????????14% ?? 28%??????????




??? ??? ??? ??
?????????????? 27.26 28.92 2.04 38.18
?????????????????? 31.05 32.82 2.04 50.52




























? 5.14 ??????????????? AP???????????????
??? ??? ??? ??
?????????????? 28.23 28.48 27.93 0.02
?????????????????? 32.00 32.00 32.00 0.00



















? 5.9?????????????????? GW???????500?????kup = 500??
GW?????????????500?????kdown = 500?????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
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